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Abstract: Ladle furnace slag (LFS) has been proposed as partial cement replacement due to its 12 

similar chemical composition with Portland cement. However, its mineralogical composition needs 13 

to be considered due to problems with expansive reactions and lower cementing activity. The 14 

objective of this study is to investigate the effect of particle size and mineralogical composition of 15 

LFS in cement-slag systems. The obtained results show a correlation between microstructural 16 

changes and macroscopic properties, lower mechanical performance and volumetric instability 17 

problems, although within the established limits in normal curing conditions. Therefore, it is 18 

concluded that LFS presents an interesting potential as cement replacement. 19 

 20 
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 23 

Highlights: 24 

• LFS particle size and accelerated curing has an effect on volumetric instability. 25 

• LFS-cement systems hydration proceeds similarly to ordinary Portland cement. 26 

• In absence of free CaO the phase that leads to instability problems is free MgO. 27 

• Partial cement replacement by LFS (25wt%) has limited mechanical negative effects. 28 

• Physical-mechanical-microstructural properties were analyzed in LFS-cement systems. 29 

 30 

1 Introduction 31 

Portland cement industry is an important source of raw material consumption and greenhouse gas 32 

emissions to the atmosphere. It is estimated that cement production is responsible for approximately 33 

6-7% of total CO2 emissions [1] due to the intensive consumption of natural resources, the use of 34 

fossil fuels, and the intrinsic decarbonation process during cement production [2]. To reduce these 35 

negative externalities, the industry has introduced multiple improvements: a modernization and 36 

optimization of its industrial process in the last few years, the use of alternative fuels, the partial 37 

replacement of clinker in the cement production process with other materials such as residues for 38 

other industrial processes for their recovery, and the partial replacement of clinker to produce 39 

blended types of cement [1,3-5]. 40 

The steel industry has a significant increase in its production and will continue growing for the next 41 

30 years according to recent studies [6,7]. The world steel association estimated that approximately 42 

1808.6 million tons of crude steel was produced worldwide in 2018. Only in Spain, 14.3 million tons 43 

were produced in 2018 [8]. Steel production generates large amounts of residues, one of which is 44 

steelmaking slag.  This waste is estimated to account for 15-20wt% of the total output [9]. These 45 

residues are dependent on the type of manufacturing process (melting or refining), type of furnace 46 

(basic oxygen furnace (BOF), electric arc furnace (EAF), ladle furnace (LF)), and the type of raw 47 

materials used in the manufacturing process (pig iron, recycled scrap). Accordingly, they can be 48 

classified as BOF slag (BOFS), EAF slag (EAFS), and LF slag (LFS) [10,11]. It is well known that 49 
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for every ton of EAF steel production, around 110 to 150 kg of EAFS and 20 to 30 kg of LFS are 50 

generated [12]. Nowadays, the steelmaking process of choice varies among different steel producers 51 

for many reasons, although future trends seem to favor the EAF / LFS production route due to a 52 

lower energy consumption and the possibility of reusing steel scrap. However, this method still 53 

generates a significant amount of waste [6,7]. For example, in the year 2018 in Spain, because its 54 

preferred steelmaking technologies are EAFS and LFS, an average of 0.43 million tons of LFS were 55 

generated [13]. 56 

LFS produced in the steelmaking process is an interesting waste to reuse, due to its physical 57 

properties, chemical composition similar to certain types of cement [14], affinity with cement-based 58 

materials, and high abundance as mentioned before. LFS naturally presents a granular dusty 59 

appearance with an average particle size distribution of 40–70% passing a 200-mesh sieve, with a 60 

maximum size of 2 mm [15-17]. Its density varies between 2.6-2.8 kg/m3 [16,18-20], with an 61 

specific surface area (SSA) around 2064-3091 cm2/g [15,21-24]. Its chemical and mineralogical 62 

composition varies due to many factors of the refining process, even within the same plant [25-28]. 63 

More than 60% of its weight is composed of calcium and silicon oxides. The other large group of 64 

compounds found in LFS corresponds to magnesium and aluminum oxides, which represent 65 

approximately just under 40% of total weight composition [17,25,29,30]. To a lesser extent iron, 66 

manganese, and titanium oxides can be found along with calcium sulfides and fluorides. Some LFS 67 

also may contain traces of heavy metals with a total content below 1%, such as chromium, zinc, or 68 

lead. Table 1-1 shows the average chemical composition present in LFS [23,37,38]. 69 

 70 
Table 1-1. Ranges values in the literature of chemical composition for LFS [19,28,37-40]. 71 

 CaO SiO2 Al2O3 FeO Fe2O3 MgO SO3 

Composition [%] 30-62 2-50 1-37 0-8 0-11 1-17 0-3 

 72 

Regarding the mineralogical composition, this type of slag is characterized by the presence of phases 73 

with cementing or low/non-reactive activity typically from calcium-silicate and calcium-aluminate 74 

families. In addition, free CaO (lime) and free MgO (periclase), which are well known to cause 75 

problems of volumetric instability, are usually present in LFS. According to the literature, free CaO 76 

may [9,31-33] or may not be present [17,27,34-36] in LFS, as it may be consumed as a result of LFS 77 

weathering and/or maturity treatments. Instead, the presence of free MgO in LFS is more 78 

consistently reported in the technical literature, possibly due to a lower sensitivity to the previously 79 

mentioned treatments. 80 

Some proposed applications for LFS in the construction industry include the production of steel and 81 

cement as a substitute for raw materials [10], as a base/sub-base material for pavements and road 82 

construction [15,41], soil stabilization [14,42], replacement of natural aggregates/filler in concrete 83 

products [43,44], and as a useful/cementitious material in mortars and concretes [35,37,45]. 84 

However, due to its high production volume and technological barriers in its valorization process, 85 

deposition in landfills is still the principal final destination of LFS. Other applications may be for 86 

agricultural and environmental purposes [46,47], soil amendment [48], heavy metal fixation [49,50], 87 

and even water depuration [51]. 88 

The main technological barriers in the use of LFS as a cement replacement are due to its volumetric 89 

instability and low cementing power/hydraulic activity problems. This mostly occurs due to the 90 

presence of certain unwanted phases formed in the refining steelmaking process, which are finally 91 

part of its mineralogical composition. Lime and periclase phases present in the LFS, if not treated 92 

previously, are the main responsible for expansion problems when hydrated/carbonated in cement-93 

based matrices [17,28,40,52]. Also, reactive aluminum-silicates phases during hydration undergo a 94 

series of metastable phase transformations  with different volume changes [53], or delayed hydration 95 

that can contribute to instability problems and low strength if gypsum is still available [54]. 96 
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So far, only a few works have thoroughly investigated LFS as cement replacement in cement paste 97 

and mortars, mainly focusing in physical-mechanical performance, without considering the 98 

evaluation of its volume instability. Papayianni et. al. 2012 [31] studied the effects of granulometry 99 

in the cementitious properties of LFS-cement mortars. These authors used a 20wt% cement 100 

replacement with three different types of LFS and obtained good mechanical performance (between 101 

75-95% of the control sample) depending on its granulometry, amorphous phases content and type of 102 

LFS lowering particle size treatment. More recently, Wang et. al. 2019 [54] have evaluated the 103 

feasibility of using LFS as a mineral addition in cement-based materials. These authors studied the 104 

initial reactions and mechanical performance of cement paste samples employing a 20wt% cement 105 

replacement and obtained poor mechanical performance (below 40% of the control sample). They 106 

concluded that it is not advisable to use the LFS in its natural state as a mineral addition, because 107 

LFS shows no pozzolanic and low cementing activity. These mostly associated to its high content of 108 

calcium-aluminates phases, affecting the normal hydration kinetics of cement, and not participating 109 

in the long term strength gain. In contrast, they proposed that it may present additional problems of 110 

instability when hydrating at latter ages. These differences in mechanical performance are associated 111 

to the variability of LFS mineralogical composition between different plants/sources. 112 

In turn, Herrero et. al. 2016 [35] investigated the hydration process of LFS, concluding that, in the 113 

presence of water, LFS exhibits an expansive process associated to the hydration of lime and 114 

periclase. Also, when used as a partial cement replacement in mortars (10-20 wt%), it was found that 115 

the chemical and mineralogical composition of the LFS affects the microstructure of the "cement-116 

slag" system, with high-Al LFS showing better (mechanical and durability) performance than high-Si 117 

LFS. These authors found that both types of LFS exhibit an acceptable behavior of mechanical 118 

performance (in the range of concentrations studied), and also considered the evaluation of volume 119 

stability, thus concluding that an increase in the incorporated concentration could present instability 120 

problems associated with the free CaO and free MgO phases present in the slags. 121 

To solve these problems associated to the use of LFS as a cement replacement in general, three types 122 

of methods have been proposed: an accelerated weathering of LFS with different hydration process 123 

[35], a stabilization system subjecting the material to a carbonation process [55-57], and an air rapid 124 

cooling process (air quenching treatment) [32,33] in addition to a long weathering process. In spite 125 

of the potential use of LFS as a cement replacement, much research work remains to be carried out in 126 

order to assess its physical-mechanical properties, overall performance, and volume instability 127 

issues, which are not yet completely resolved due to the vast chemical and mineralogical variability 128 

of LFS. 129 

The main objective of the present work is to study LFS-cement system to evaluate alternatives of 130 

partial cement replacement incorporating waste from other industries. Furthermore, the evolution of 131 

the microstructure and its correlation with physical-mechanical properties at the macroscopic level 132 

are investigated, with the aim of identifying possible changes in its performance. In particular, the 133 

impact of particle size and mineralogy of the LFS on the mechanical performance and volume 134 

instability of LFS-cement paste samples, with special interest in the free CaO and free MgO content. 135 

The purpose of these investigations is to reduce the tremendous environmental impact during the 136 

manufacturing process of Portland cement and the final disposal of LFS, a residue from the steel 137 

industry. 138 

 139 

2 Materials and methods 140 

2.1 Materials 141 

The materials used in this study were commercially available cement type I 52.5 R, according to 142 

UNE-EN 197-1 [58], corresponding to a typical Portland cement composed mostly of clinker and 143 

minor phases such as gypsum and limestone, here labeled as CEM. Two types of ladle furnace slag 144 

from a Spanish steelmaking company were used, both from the same plant, but from different 145 

batches. The first one had a particle size distribution between 0-2 mm and was sieved directly on 146 
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site, with a calculated density of 2.82 g/cm3, according to UNE 80103:2013 [59], here labeled as 147 

LFS-G. The second type of LFS had all particles below 0.125 mm. This sample was sieved on-site to 148 

a size distribution between 0-2 mm and milled in a ball mill to achieve the selected size. This sample 149 

has a calculated density of 2.73 g/cm3, according to the procedures of UNE 80103:2013, here labeled 150 

as LFS-F. The particle size distribution and the physical appearance of both as-received LFS 151 

samples, obtained with the methodology of UNE-EN 933-1 [60], are shown in Figure 2-1. 152 

The chemical composition of the samples was determined by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) 153 

measurements using a Philips spectrometer, model PW2400. XRF results are shown in Table 2-1, 154 

which shows that all the materials studied in this work presented similar chemical composition. All 155 

samples were rich in Ca and Si and, to a minor extent, in Fe, Al and Mg.  Smaller amounts of Mn 156 

and S as well as some traces of other elements are also found in the samples. The LFS chemical 157 

composition is within the expected ranges for this type of slag according to the literature (see Table 158 

1-1). 159 

 160 
Figure 2-1: LFS particle size distribution. 161 

Both types of LFS exhibit higher total content of Mg and Fe than CEM, which is expected due to the 162 

steelmaking process. Furthermore, in the case of Mg content, it is higher in the LFS-F sample than in 163 

LFS-G, which can be attributed to the variability of the steelmaking process inside the same plant, as 164 

these materials came from different batches. In the case of Fe content, it is higher in the LFS-G 165 

sample than in LFS-F. Because, in the material preparation stage the magnetized material was 166 

removed with a magnet, in order to reduce the interference of the grounding and sieving process of 167 

the LFS to obtain the necessary particle size for microstructural techniques analyses. And therefore, 168 

higher amount of material was removed in the LFS-F sample preparation than in LFS-G, so a lower 169 

Fe content is expected in the LFS-F samples. 170 

Distilled water was used for the manufacture of the cement paste mixtures. Also, a superplasticizer 171 

additive Masterglenium UG 1323 from BASF Construction Chemicals was used to ensure the 172 

workability of the cement pastes. 173 

 174 
Table 2-1: Chemical composition of raw materials obtained by XRF (in %). 175 

Material CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 MgO MnO K2O TiO2 Cr2O3 BaO ∑ others LOI 

CEM 63.2 18.7 4.0 3.3 2.9 1.4 0.0 0.7 0.2 0.0 - 0.5 5.0 

LFS-G 45.6 19.3 6.7 10.8 1.8 5.8 1.7 0.0 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.6 6.2 

LFS-F 48.1 20.7 5.6 7.2 1.9 6.6 1.3 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.5 7.1 

 176 

2.2 Mix design and sample preparation 177 

To study the effects of LFS as a cement replacement, cementitious pastes were made using 18wt% 178 

and 25wt% according to total cementitious material content, for LFS-G and LFS-F respectively. This 179 

parameters were selected according to previous studies dealing with LFS cement replacement in 180 

concrete mixtures with a fixed 370 kg/m3 of cementitious material (CM)[61]. For this CM content, a 181 
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water to cementitious material ratio (W/CM) of 0.32 was selected, and a final 0.5wt% addition of 182 

superplasticizer (related to the CM content) to ensure workability was used to fabricate the 183 

cementitious pastes studied. The proposed mixtures for LFS-G and LFS-F cement replacement (here 184 

labeled as CPG and CPF respectively) are shown in Table 2-2. Sample CPC corresponds to the 185 

control sample using only Portland cement (CEM) without any slag addition. 186 

 187 
Table 2-2: Dosage of cementitious pastes (in kg). 188 

MIXTURES CEM LFS-F LFS-G W 

CPC 370 - - 118 

CPG 302 - 161 118 

CPF 278 92 - 118 

 189 

The standardized process described in UNE-EN-196-1 [62] was used to prepare the cement paste 190 

batches. After being prepared, the mixtures were poured into 25 × 25 × 285 mm3 prismatic oiled 191 

molds. For each batch, three molds were prepared, with each mold containing three prismatic 192 

specimens. Three of these were cured in a curing chamber (95% relative humidity and 20ºC) for 7, 193 

28, 60 and 315 days. After these periods, the corresponding microstructure characterization and 194 

macroscale physical-mechanical properties such as density, absorption and pore volume were 195 

determined according to the standard ASTM C642 [63]. While the compressive strength was 196 

assessed according to the standard UNE EN 196-1. 197 

The other six prismatic specimens were used to test the macroscale volume instability according to 198 

ASTM C1038 [64] and ASTM C490 [65], subjected to 3 types of curing environments: i) curing 199 

chamber at 20ºC and 95% R.H. (CC); ii) submerged in water inside a sealed container in an oven at 200 

70ºC (SW); iii) subjected to 25 autoclave (AC) cycles (one AC cycle corresponds to the sample 201 

submitted to 135ºC and 2.03 bars of pressure for 5.5 hours, then allowed to cool for 18.5 hours inside 202 

the AC to reach ambient temperature). Note that the first 1.5 hours of each cycle is the time needed 203 

for the equipment to reach the specified conditions. Finally, after each AC cycle, a length 204 

measurement was taken according to ASTM C490. 205 

 206 

2.3 Testing procedures 207 

To characterize the as-received raw materials (cement and slags), complementing the chemical data 208 

obtained by XRF and to study the evolution of the LFS-cement systems microstructure scanning 209 

electronic microscopy with energy dispersive X-rays microscopy microanalysis (SEM/EDX), 210 

transmission Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 211 

tests were employed. The hydration of the samples was stopped with the solvent exchange method. 212 

Then the samples were pulverized to a particle size below 0.063 mm, homogenized and ready to be 213 

analyzed with the above-mentioned techniques. 214 

To study the initial hydration reactions of cement pastes with LFS-cement replacement, isothermal 215 

conduction and semi-adiabatic calorimetry were conducted. A Calmetrix I-CAL 4000 calorimeter at 216 

20ºC. A total of 6 g of binding material with the same proposed dosage as described in section 2.2 217 

were used for isothermal conduction calorimetry. Semi-adiabatic calorimetry experimental setup 218 

consists of SQ2020 squirrel datalogger from Grant Instrument and its operating software connected 219 

to type K thermocouple. The thermocouple was inserted into the center of the fresh, recently mixed 220 

sample poured into a sealed/insulated plastic vessel. The plastic vessel was immediately placed 221 

inside an insulated expanded polystyrene container with a capacity of four samples and one control 222 

water sample. For both tests, the room temperature was about 20ºC, and external hand-mixing for 223 

less than two minutes of the paste samples were conducted, helped with a vortex mixer directly in the 224 

plastic vials and then loaded into the equipment to measure the heat hydration and the temperature 225 

evolution, respectively, for the first 22 hours. 226 
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SEM/EDX studies of raw materials and hydrated LFS-cement pastes were realized in a FEI scanning 227 

electronic microscopy equipped with energy dispersive X-rays microscopy model ESEM Quanta 228 

200, XTE 325/D8395. SEM/EDX measurements for hydrated LFS-cement pastes were conducted at 229 

60 curing days. 230 

Powder XRD measurements of raw materials and hydrated samples were performed using a Bruker 231 

D8-A25 Diffractometer equipped with a Cu X-ray source (CuKα radiation, 40 kV and 40 mA 232 

working conditions) and a LynxEye position sensitive detector. A thin Ni foil was used to filter out 233 

the CuKβ radiation. All scans were acquired between 4° and 80° in 2θ with a 0.019° step size, and a 234 

counting time of 0.8 s per step. Phase identification was carried out by using the DIFFRAC EVA 235 

software together with the ICDD PDF-2 database and the Crystallography Open Database (COD). 236 

Quantitative phase analysis of the XRD scans (QXRD) was performed with the Rietveld refinement 237 

method after spiking the samples with 10wt% of zincite, which acts as an internal standard. The 238 

Rietveld analyses were performed with the TOPAS v4.2 software from Bruker. Structural 239 

information (unit cell, atomic positions) for the different mineral phases was taken from Ref. [66] 240 

and, in some cases, from the COD database or the American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database 241 

(AMCSD) [67]. Powder XRD measurements for hydrated LFS-cement paste were conducted at 7, 242 

28, 60, and 315 curing days. 243 

Room-temperature FTIR transmission scans for all the samples studied in this work (raw materials 244 

and hydrated LFS-cement pastes) were acquired using a Bruker Vertex 80v spectrometer, using 245 

OPUS v5.5 spectroscopic software to analyze the results. Each FTIR spectra were acquired with 32 246 

scans, with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1 over a range of 4000-380 cm-1. The KBr pellet technique 247 

was used for the FTIR test, with KBr pellets containing 1wt% of the sample. FTIR transmission 248 

measurements for hydrated LFS-cement paste were conducted at 7, 28, and 60 curing days. 249 

To study the effect of LFS as a cement replacement at the macroscopic level, density and porosity 250 

were determined according to ASTM C642. Compressive strength tests were conducted according to 251 

UNE EN 196-1 at 7, 28, 60, and 315 curing days. Volume instability was measured according to 252 

ASTM C490-04 and ASTM C1038 until 315 curing days for the samples exposed to CC and SW 253 

curing environment, or after each of the 25 autoclave cycles. 254 

 255 

3 Results and discussion 256 

3.1 Raw materials characterization 257 

3.1.1 SEM 258 

The SEM/EDX characterization of the CEM sample shows typical anhydrous cement phases such as 259 

C3S / C2S, C4AF, calcite, and gypsum. Figure 3-1 shows SEM images of typical phases observed in 260 

LFS samples, such as (a) a calcium silicate phase, probably C2S polymorph, due to its rounded 261 

shape, high content of Ca and Si, and some trace elements or impurities like Fe, Mg, Al, or S, which 262 

are commonly found in slags; (b) a phase with high content of Ca and O and traces of Si and Mg, but 263 

without any characteristic shape; it could correspond to calcite or portlandite, since both phases have 264 

been identified by FTIR and XRD in LFS samples; (c) periclase, due to the high content of Mg and 265 

O; (d) wüstite grains, with a high content of Fe, O and small amounts of Ca, Mn as well as some 266 

traces of other elements (Al, Si, Mg and Cr); (e) gehlenite irregular grains, with high content of Ca, 267 

Si, Al, and traces of Mg, S, and Fe; (f) euhedral merwinite microcrystals, with a regular shape and 268 

high content of Mg, Ca and O, small amounts of Si and traces of Al and Mo. 269 

3.1.2 XRD 270 

Selected XRD scans of as-received cement and slags samples, between 5º and 65º in 2θ, are shown 271 

in Figure 3-2. The CEM sample exhibits typically crystalline phases found in this type of anhydrous 272 

cement including C3S, -C2S, C4AF, C3A, gypsum, and calcite. Both slags presented a similar 273 

qualitative mineralogical composition, as expected (same plant, different batch). These results are in 274 

agreement with the literature [21,23,54] and confirm the SEM/EDX results. It is observed the 275 
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presence of reactive phases such as -C2S, periclase and mayenite. Also, it is crucial to notice the 276 

absence of free CaO, indicated with dotted black lines in Figure 3-2, and the presence of hydration 277 

and carbonation products like portlandite and calcite due to the rapid consumption of free CaO in the 278 

weathering/maturity process. Furthermore, the presence of brucite is detected, which can probably be 279 

attributed to a slower kinetics reaction of free MgO in the weathering/maturity process. Finally, 280 

low/non-reactive compounds such as -C2S, gehlenite, merwinite, and wüstite are found. It is 281 

important to highlight the absence of free CaO and the remaining presence of free MgO, as these two 282 

phases are the main products to cause volumetric instability problems in LFS-cement systems. 283 

 284 
Figure 3-1: SEM micrographs and EDX microanalysis of as receive LFS samples LFS-G and LFS-F (a) C2S, (b) 285 

portlandite/calcite (c) periclase, (d) wüstite, (e) gehlenite, (f) merwinite. 286 

3.1.3 Rietveld refinement 287 

The quantitative mineralogical compositions of the as-received samples identified by Rietveld 288 

refinement are shown in Table 3-1. The silicate and aluminate phases identified in the CEM sample 289 

are found within the expected ranges: C3S (56.2%), -C2S (14.5%), C4AF (11.0%), and C3A (4.0%). 290 

The total weight content of phases like gypsum and calcite are 4.8% and 9.2%, respectively. 291 

Both LFS samples (LFS-G and LFS-F) exhibit a similar, although not identical, quantitative 292 

mineralogical composition. The majority phases correspond to C2S polymorphs (-C2S and -C2S) 293 

with more than 30%, followed by merwinite, gehlenite, and periclase between 5% - 10%, then calcite 294 

around 4% and finally wüstite, portlandite, and mayenite with approximately 1% - 3%. Minor/traces 295 

phases with less than 1% are also detected (quartz and brucite). Finally, the total content of 296 

amorphous phases inferred in both LFS samples is around 40%. 297 

It is essential to notice that no free CaO is detected in both LFS samples, where a very low content of 298 

portlandite and a higher amount of calcite is found. Since LFS is exposed to a weathering/maturity 299 

process, problematic phases like CaO were probably converted through hydration/carbonation into 300 

portlandite and calcite. Nevertheless, free MgO is still present in these samples due to slower 301 

hydration and carbonation kinetics. Therefore, this phase is a key factor that needs to be controlled 302 
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for the use of LFS as cement replacement, because it is one of the critical phases that could show 303 

expansion problems when hydrated. 304 

Some important differences between LFS mineralogical composition samples are the reactive phases 305 

-C2S and periclase. The content of these two phases is higher in LFS-G, while their corresponding 306 

hydration/carbonation products (portlandite, amorphous phase, and brucite) are higher in LFS-F. In 307 

both cases the differences could be related to the variability of the steelmaking process within the 308 

same plant among different batches, but also due to a higher reactivity of LFS-F owing to its smaller 309 

particle size distribution. 310 

 311 

 312 
Figure 3-2: XRD diffractograms of cement, LFS-G and LFS-F raw materials, with the characteristic CaO peaks 313 
in doted black line, where: (1) C3S; (2) -C2S; (3) C3A; (4) C4AF; (5) calcite; (6) gypsum; (7) quartz; (8) -C2S; (9) 314 

portlandite; (10) gehlenite; (11) merwinite; (12) wüstite; (13) periclase; (14) brucite; (15) mayenite; (*) lime. 315 

Table 3-1: Mineralogical composition of raw materials 316 

Mineralogical 
Phase 

ID 
Mineralogical composition [%] 

CEM LFS-G LFS-F 

C3S 1 56.2 - - 

-C2S 2 14.5 12.1 9.1 

C3A 3 4.0 - - 

C4AF 4 11.0 - - 

Gypsum 6 4.8 - - 

Calcite 5 9.2 4.2 3.7 

Quartz 7 - 0.7 0.5 

-C2S 8 - 19.8 22.4 

Gehlenite 10 - 7.3 4.9 

Merwinite 11 - 7.3 9.8 
Mayenite 15 - 1.4 1.6 

Periclase 13 - 5.7 4.4 

Portlandite 9 - 1.5 2.2 

Wüstite 12 - 2.6 1.6 

Brucite 14 - 0.2 0.2 
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Amorphous phase - - 37.1 39.6 

 317 

3.1.4 FTIR 318 

The FTIR characterization of CEM sample (described in Appendix A) shows the presence of typical 319 

anhydrous cement phases such as C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, calcite, and gypsum confirming SEM/EDX 320 

and XRD results. FTIR spectra of raw LFS samples, LFS-G and LFS-F, are shown in Figure 3-3(a-321 

b), respectively. Both slags are very similar, and exhibit typical LFS phases, only with minor 322 

differences in the intensities of some peaks, as expected due to their common origin and similar 323 

mineralogical composition.  324 

These spectra are dominated by a characteristic wide band between 800 and 1100 cm-1 due to the 325 

vibrations of the Si-O and Al-O bonds. These bands are formed by the overlapping of FTIR signals 326 

from different C2S polymorphs [68,69] and also from merwinite/gehlenite/mayenite. Similarly, to the 327 

CEM sample, the band over 500 cm-1 is also visible, with a central peak attributed to the vibrations 328 

of Si-O and Al-O bonds. However, this band exhibits a shoulder to higher and lower wavenumbers, 329 

which could be related to the presence of merwinite in the LFS addition [70]. In turn, calcite can be 330 

identified through its characteristic peaks at 700 and 1800 cm-1, and the band above 1500 cm-1 331 

[68,71]. This band reveals a minor peak displacement and broadening to higher wavenumbers that 332 

could be related to the vibration of the Mg-O bonds in periclase/brucite [17,21]. The broadening of 333 

the band over 500 cm-1 could be related to the vibration of the Fe-O bonds of wüstite [72]. Two 334 

additional peaks are visible in these spectra: first, a well-defined feature at 1630 cm-1 and, second, a 335 

wider/broader peak that appears as a hump in the baseline around 3500 cm-1. These two features are 336 

characteristic of the OH group in water arising from the hydrated components of LFS [17,68,69]. 337 

Finally, it is worth noticing the two additional peaks located at around 3640 and 3700 cm-1, which 338 

correspond to the vibration of the OH group in portlandite [17,68,69] and brucite [2,68,73], 339 

respectively. These results are particularly interesting because they confirm the absence of free CaO 340 

and the presence of brucite, therefore demonstrating that the LFS is in a higher state of maturity due 341 

to weathering, with a portion of the dangerous expansive phases CaO and periclase already 342 

consumed. 343 

 344 
Figure 3-3: FTIR spectra of LFS-G and LFS-F raw materials where: (2) -C2S; (5) calcite; (7) portlandite; (8) 345 
periclase; (9) C-S-H gel; (10) brucite; (11) wüstite; (12) merwinite; (13) gehlenite; (14) mayenite; (15) -C2S. 346 

3.2 Early hydration reactions 347 

3.2.1 Isothermal and semi-adiabatic calorimetry 348 

Figure 3-4(a,b) shows the results of hydration kinetics with isothermal conduction calorimetry and 349 

Figure 3-4(c) with semi-adiabatic calorimetry for all the cement pastes studied in this work.  350 
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In Figure 3-4(a), the initial hydration period (0–1 h) appears as a narrow peak associated with the 351 

dissolution and induction period (stage I and II) [74]. The hydration heat evolution rate at this stage 352 

in CPG sample increased over CPC and CPF samples, due to the fact that the low reactivity of LFS-353 

G and the extra material added (58% > 0.063 mm) leads to higher effective water to cement ratio and 354 

promotes the dissolution and hydration of cement particles. The CPF sample shows the lowest heat 355 

evolution rate of all samples, because of the low reactivity of the LFS-F compared to cement but 356 

with a higher SSA than LFS-G. Thus, there is a higher demand of water in this case, resulting in 357 

lower effective water to cement ratio. As the hydration went on as shown in Figure 3-4(b,c), it 358 

continued with the dormant period (stage II) reaching the lower values of heat flow and temperature. 359 

The dormant period appears to be prolonged with both LFS-F and LFS-G replacement, thus delaying 360 

the start of stage III. This latter stage corresponds to the accelerating period, which is characterized 361 

by a clear change of slope and a rapid increase of heat flow and temperature, associated to the initial 362 

set of setting time. 363 

Also, the LFS replacement produced a decrease and delay of C3S hydration peak, presented as the 364 

highest point of the heat flow and temperature curves. This effect is associated to the dilution effect 365 

of cement with the LFS replacement, decreasing the total amount of C3S. The CPF sample also 366 

presented an increase of C3A hydration peak, even higher than the C3S. Seen as an increased peak 367 

after the C3S peak around 10 hours, associated with the hydration of the extra aluminates, such as 368 

mayenite, added with the LFS-F replacement. This effect is not so clear in the CPG sample related to 369 

the lower SSA and lesser reactivity of LFS-G. 370 

 371 

 372 
Figure 3-4: Isothermal and semi-adiabatic calorimetry test for all the cement samples. 373 

3.3 Microstructural characterization of LFS-cement hydrated systems  374 

3.3.1 SEM 375 

Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show SEM/EDX micrographs together with chemical microanalysis of 376 

cement pastes samples CPG, and CPF at 60 curing days, respectively. Both figures show some of the 377 

expected CEM-LFS systems phases, similar to what occurs in CPC sample (described in Appendix 378 

B). 379 

Figure 3-5(a) and Figure 3-6(a), shows a semi-hydrated cement grain with an irregular shape, high 380 

content of Ca, Si, in CPG and high content of Ca, Al and Fe in CPF samples. A lighter grayscale tone 381 

at the center related to anhydrous cement phases surrounded by a darker grayscale tone halo 382 

corresponding to the recently formed amorphous hydrated phases C-S-H gel. Furthermore, it could 383 

be observed some of the non-reactive phases of LFS such as wüstite with a high Fe, O content and 384 

irregular shape (see Figure 3-5(b)); a calcium silicate rich phase, probably -C2S with a regular shape 385 

and high content of Ca and Si similar to semi-hydrated cement grains but in this case, with the 386 

absence of the darker halo of hydrated phases around it (see Figure 3-5(c)); a gehlenite phase with a 387 

high content of Ca, Al and Si, and as well as -C2S the lack of hydration products around it, because 388 

it does not present hydraulic activity (see Figure 3-6(b)). Also, it could be observed the presence of 389 

some hydrated products like calcite surrounded by the amorphous phase (see Figure 3-6(c)). 390 
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Figure 3-5(d) and Figure 3-6(d) show a macropore for CPG and CPF samples, respectively, but with 391 

a less clear image of the different phases, like portlandite and calcite, that are observed on the 392 

macropores surface in the CPC sample (see appendix B). This difference marked by a diffuse 393 

amorphous matrix that covers the entire surface of the pore. Not allowing to identify other hydrated 394 

products, even more diffuse in the case of the CPF sample. Could be explained by the sum of the 395 

LFS filler effect that acts as a nucleation site in the hydration reactions, and the increased shearing 396 

condition by the solid non-reactive particles of LFS in the mixing that favors the formation of C-S-H 397 

gel in the space between particles rather than over cement particles [74]. 398 

 399 

 400 
Figure 3-5: SEM micrographs and EDX microanalysis of CPG sample at 60 curing days (a) semi 401 

hydrated cement grain, (b) wüstite, (c) -C2S, (d) CPG macropore. 402 

 403 
Figure 3-6: SEM micrographs and EDX microanalysis of CPF sample at 60 curing days (a) semi hydrated 404 

cement grain, (b) gehlenite, (c) calcite formation, (d) CPF macropore. 405 

3.3.2 XRD 406 

The mineralogical composition of the hydrated LFS-cement system samples at 7, 28, 60, and 315 407 

days are shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8, for CPG and CPF respectively.  408 

Both samples exhibit a similar behavior than the CPC sample (described in appendix B) after 7, 28, 409 

60, and 315 days. Mostly a combination of anhydrous CEM and LFS phases and the typical 410 

evolution of hydration products in cement pastes with an initial formation of AFt, calcite, portlandite 411 

and, at later ages, the formation of carboaluminate in combination with the consumption of C3S, -412 

C2S, C3A and gypsum. Therefore, indicate that the hydration reactions of Portland cement are those 413 

that control the hydration reactions and development of new phases in this cementitious matrix (LFS-414 

CEM systems). 415 

There is however an evident dilution effect of minor phases in LFS observed as a weakening/ 416 

disappearing of some reflections. Also, phases from the anhydrous CEM sample, like C3S, C2S and 417 

C4AF, the non-reactive phases in LFS such as -C2S, gehlenite, or merwinite, are still visible after 418 
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315 days (see Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). It should be stressed that in all the diffractograms (CPG 419 

and CPF), a sort of displacement of the baseline in the form of a curvature or hump is visible 420 

between 25º to 40º in 2θ. It is well known that this XRD signal is characteristic of the amorphous 421 

phase "C-S-H gel" that is formed during the hydration reactions of these LFS-CEM systems. 422 

 423 

 424 
Figure 3-7: CPG diffractograms at 7, 28, 60 and 315 curing days where (1) C3S; (2) -C2S; (4) C4AF; (5) 425 

calcite; (7) quartz; (8) AFt; (9) portlandite; (10) carboaluminate; (13) -C2S; (14) gehlenite; (15) merwinite; (16) 426 
periclase; (17) wüstite; (18) brucite; (19) mayenite. 427 

 428 
Figure 3-8: CPF diffractograms at 7, 28, 60 and 315 curing days where (1) C3S; (2) -C2S; (4) C4AF; (5) 429 

calcite; (7) quartz; (8) AFt; (9) portlandite; (10) carboaluminate; (13) -C2S; (14) gehlenite; (15) merwinite; (16) 430 
periclase; (17) wüstite; (18) brucite; (19) mayenite. 431 

3.3.3 Rietveld refinement 432 

The quantitative mineralogical composition evolution of CPC, CPG, and CPF samples is shown in 433 

Table 3-2 to Table 3-4, respectively. The column for 0 curing days for CPC sample corresponds to 434 

the anhydrous CEM sample, whereas for the CPG and CPF samples this column corresponds to the 435 

mass weighted sum of its anhydrous components. These values provide us with a starting-point 436 

compositional values for monitoring the hydration reactions of the different mixtures. For the CPC 437 

sample, a rapid initial consumption of the cement components C3S (56wt% to 8wt%), C3A (4wt% to 438 
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1wt%) and gypsum (5wt% to 0wt%) is observed, together with the appearance of the hydration 439 

products AFt (2wt%), portlandite (7wt%) and an amorphous phase “C-S-H gel” (56wt%). Also, a 440 

lower consumption rate of -C2S and C4AF phases is observed relative to C3S. At later ages, the 441 

formation rate of the amorphous phase changes and becomes slower due to the lower reactivity of -442 

C2S and the consumption of the accessible components. Finally, these data provide an estimation of 443 

the fraction of anhydrous CEM phases that still remain after 315 curing days. 444 

At the (theoretical) 0-day starting point for CPG and CPF samples, it could be observed a dilution 445 

effect of the main components in Portland cement and LFS with the cement replacement. In the 446 

cement-slag mixture, C3S and -C2S contents are lower than the control sample. As hydration occurs 447 

the behavior of CPG and CPF samples is similar to CPC sample, with a fast consumption of the 448 

reactive components contributed by both Portland cement and LFS (C3S, -C2S, C3A, C4AF, and 449 

gypsum). While the typical hydration products are formed (portlandite, AFt, carboaluminate, and 450 

amorphous phase “C-S-H gel”), limited participation of the slow reactive LFS phase periclase, with 451 

very low brucite formation (less than 1% in both samples), is observed, which is probably due to the 452 

slower hydration kinetics of this phase. As expected, the non-reactive phases -C2S, merwinite, 453 

gehlenite, and wüstite have a very low variation in all the ages analyzed, so they would not 454 

contribute to the formation of new products in the hydration process and would only participate as a 455 

filler. The amount of hydration products is lower in LFS-cement samples compared to CPC, 456 

reflecting the dilution effect of cement. Specially, if the initial amorphous phase contribution by LFS 457 

is discounted, and not overestimated the principal strength gain component formed in the hydration 458 

reactions (C-S-H gel from LFS-cement systems) due to the initial input of amorphous phase 459 

identified in the QXRD (see Table 3-3 and Table 3-4), so at least 10% of the amorphous phase is 460 

non-reactive and probably acting only as a filler. 461 

 462 
Table 3-2: CPC QXRD 463 

MINERALOGICAL 
PHASE 

ID 
CURING DAYS 

0 7 28 60 315 

C3S 1 56.2 7.7 6.5 5.4 4.2 

C4AF 4 11.0 4.1 4.5 4.6 4.7 

-C2S 2 14.5 7.8 8.0 7.4 6.6 

C3A 3 4.0 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 

Calcite 5 9.2 15.5 16.1 15.1 11.4 

Gypsum 6 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Portlandite 9 - 6.5 8.3 8.6 11.0 

Ettringite 8 - 1.6 1.5 2.3 1.5 

Carboaluminate 10 - - - 0.2 0.5 

Amorphous phase - - 56.0 54.9 56.0 60.0 

 464 
Table 3-3: CPG QXRD 465 

MINERALOGICAL 
PHASE 

ID 
CURING DAYS 

0 7 28 60 315 

C3S 1 36.5 7.7 6.0 5.5 4.7 

-C2S 2 13.6 7.6 7.4 6.3 3.1 

C3A 3 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

C4AF 4 7.1 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.7 

Gypsum 6 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Calcite 5 7.5 14.7 12.3 11.3 9.7 

Quartz 7 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 

-C2S 13 6.9 8.6 8.0 7.4 7.5 
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Gehlenite 14 1.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5 

Merwinite 15 2.6 2.5 1.6 1.6 1.4 

Mayenite 19 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 

Wüstite 17 0.9 <DL <DL <DL <DL 

Periclase 16 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.2 1.8 

Brucite 18 0.1 <DL <DL <DL <DL 

Portlandite 9 0.6 4.2 5.2 6.0 7.5 

Ettringite 8 - 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.3 

Carboaluminate 10 - - - 0.7 2.9 

Amorphous phase - 13.9 43.5 48.4 51.1 53.7 
*<DL correspond to below detection limit 466 

 467 
Table 3-4: CPF QXRD 468 

MINERALOGICAL 
PHASE 

Code 
CURING DAYS 

0 7 28 60 315 

C3S 1 42.1 7.2 5.5 4.3 3.7 

-C2S 2 13.2 5.5 5.2 4.1 1.9 

C3A 3 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

C4AF 4 8.2 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.3 

Gypsum 6 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Calcite 5 7.9 15.5 13.1 13.2 9.5 

Quartz 7 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

-C2S 13 5.6 6.7 7.0 7.5 6.6 

Gehlenite 14 1.2 1.9 2.3 1.8 1.6 

Merwinite 15 2.5 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.4 

Mayenite 19 0.4 0.1 0.2 <DL <DL 

Wüstite 17 0.4 <DL <DL <DL <DL 

Periclase 16 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.8 

Brucite 18 0.0 <DL <DL <DL <DL 

Portlandite 9 0.6 5.8 5.6 7.0 9.5 

Ettringite 8 - 1.6 1.2 0.9 1.3 

Carboaluminate 10 - - - 0.6 4.2 

Amorphous phase - 9.9 49.8 53.2 54.4 56.1 
*<DL correspond to below detection limit 469 

 470 

3.3.4 FTIR 471 

FTIR transmission spectra of slag-cement pastes CPG and CPF at 7, 28, and 60 curing days are 472 

shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, respectively. Both samples do not show sizable differences 473 

relative to the evolution of CPC sample (described in appendix B). 474 

In these samples the FTIR spectra confirm that the hydration processes of Portland cement govern 475 

the LFS-cement system reactions. The characteristic peaks due to the formation of hydrated 476 

amorphous phase C-S-H gel (OH peaks at 3500 and 1630 cm-1), the increase of portlandite (see 477 

Figure 3-9(a) and Figure 3-10(a)) and calcite phases, and the transient appearance of AFt and AFm 478 

phases (see Figure 3-9(b-c) and Figure 3-10(b-c)). The formation of other new phases is not evident 479 

in these FTIR spectra. Also, show some differences related to the intensities and evolution of the 480 

peaks associated with the hydrated phases. The amorphous phase evolution in CPG sample presented 481 

an age dependence, as observed in CPG 7d spectrum. The sample shows a lower overall intensity, 482 

related to a less reactive LFS and the overall reduction of C3S content due to the dilution cement 483 

effect, that decreases the early age formation of C-S-H gel and portlandite. However, at latter ages -484 

C2S from cement and LFS-G could hydrate and contribute to the formation of hydrated phases as 485 
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presented for CPG 28d and 60d spectra. In contrast, the CPF sample seems to exhibit a rapid 486 

increase, but without any age dependence. This could be associated with the initial contribution of 487 

amorphous hydrated phases from LFS-F to the mixture, a lesser dilution effect of cement than LFS-488 

G, and a higher filler effect due to its smaller particle size. At later ages, there seems to be a minor 489 

stall/decrease in the formation of hydrated phases associated with the rapid consumption of the 490 

available reactive phases and the dilution effect of cement. 491 

Another important difference observed in these two samples is the presence of brucite and its 492 

evolution with respect to curing time. Brucite is detected with a characteristic peak around 3700 cm-1 493 

[73], located at higher wavenumbers than the characteristic peak of portlandite, as presented in 494 

Figure 3-9(a) and Figure 3-10(a). This feature is more intense in the CPF than in the CPG sample, 495 

and maintains a dependence over time, with a slight increase in intensity as curing time pass. 496 

 497 

 498 
Figure 3-9: CPG FTIR spectra at 7, 28 and 60 curing days where: (2) -C2S; (5) calcite; (7) portlandite; (9) C-S-H 499 

gel; (10) brucite; (12) merwinite; (13) AFt; (14) AFm; (15) -C2S; (16) gehlenite; (17) mayenite. 500 

 501 
Figure 3-10: CPF FTIR spectra at 7, 28 and 60 curing days where: (2) -C2S; (5) calcite; (7) portlandite; (9) C-S-H 502 

gel; (10) brucite; (12) merwinite; (13) AFt; (14) AFm; (15) -C2S; (16) gehlenite; (17) mayenite. 503 

3.4 Evolution of physical-mechanical properties 504 

The evolution of physical-mechanical properties for all the hydrated pastes studied in this work 505 

(CPC, CPG and CPF) can be seen in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-11(a) shows the measured densities as a 506 

function of age, all samples displayed values in the expected range (1.7 to 1.9 g/cm3). CPG has the 507 

highest density, and CPF has the lowest density of all samples analyzed. This is contrasted in Figure 508 

3-11(b) with the porosity results, which show that CPG has the lowest pore volume, while CPF has 509 

the highest pore volume of all studied samples, with values in the range of 27% to 35%. For CPG, 510 

this is due to the evolution of hydration reactions, the recently formed phases have larger volume 511 
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than the anhydrous phases, occupying the free space available. Also, to the extra 58% of LFS-G 512 

material that was added to the mix with sizes between the fractions of 0.063 and 2 mm. This material 513 

corresponds to the coarse particles of LFS-G, with no cementing activity, and may be playing an 514 

important role as a filler in the slag-cementitious matrix, generating densification of the system. In 515 

the case of the CPF sample, LFS-F also has a lower density than CEM, but with no extra material 516 

added because it is assumed that all the material had cementing activity. 517 

Figure 3-11(c) shows the compressive strength results for all the samples at 7, 28, 60, and 315 curing 518 

days. CPC sample obtained the best performance with a compressive strength of 66.5 MPa, 82.8 519 

MPa, 90.1 MPa, and 113.3 MPa, respectively. LFS replacements show a decrease in the mechanical 520 

performance compared to the control sample summarized in Table 3-5 due to the dilution cement 521 

effect that is caused by decreasing the cement content in the pastes with the LFS replacement, as 522 

observed in QXRD results. CPF presents a better performance than the CPG sample, because LFS-F 523 

has a smaller particle size and higher SSA than the LFS-G, i.e., a greater reactivity improving the 524 

hydration process, acting as a nucleation site and densifying the material. In the case of the CPG 525 

sample, this phenomenon can also occur, but to a lesser extent, given the larger particle size and 526 

smaller SSA of LSF-G. These characteristics could be related to the lower amorphous phase and 527 

portlandite formation for LFS replacement samples observed in the QXRD results. As indicated in 528 

ASTM C618 [75] and EN:450-01 [76], the activity index for 28 days must be at least 75% of the 529 

compressive strength, so in this case, only CPF approved this limit. However, for older ages, 530 

EN:450-01 indicates that for 90 days, this index must be at least 85%. Since it was not controlled in 531 

the present work, and at 315 curing days, the CPF sample presented an activity index of 84%. It 532 

could be inferred that the CPF sample also achieves this limit, but for the CPG sample this index 533 

continued below the limit. 534 

 535 
Table 3-5: Compressive strength performance compared to CPC sample 536 

Curing 
days 

CPC Std. Deviation CPG CPF 

[MPa] [MPa] [%] [%] 

7 66.5 9.2 84 97 

28 82.8 4.6 67 90 

60 90.1 7.4 80 88 

315 113.3 7.1 75 84 

 537 

 538 
Figure 3-11: Physical-mechanical evolution properties of the cement paste samples at 7, 28, 60 and 315 days (a) 539 

density; (b) porosity; (c) compressive strength. 540 

Considering the evolution of the compressive strength of CPC, a rapid increase in strength at an early 541 

age (7 and 28 days) is observed, with a rate reduction at older ages (60 and 315 days). This 542 

corroborates the results obtained in the microstructural characterization with XRD, QXRD, and 543 

FTIR. These techniques showed a rapid initial formation of the amorphous phase and consumption 544 

of C3S, C3A, and gypsum. Then, at 28 days, this formation and consumption of phases decrease. The 545 

CPF sample shows a similar behavior as curing time passes, an increase in strength occurs more 546 
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pronounced at an early age (7 to 28 days) then, although this increase in strength is maintained, it 547 

occurs at a lower rate (change of slope in the graph). Similar to the CPC sample, due to hydration of 548 

anhydrous cement phases (C3S) and the contribution of the LFS-F that would act as a filler, 549 

improving the hydration process. Then at older ages, the -C2S phase present in both cement and 550 

LFS-F begins to hydrate and contributes to strength gaining. This again corroborates the results 551 

obtained with the microstructural characterization by FTIR, XRD, and QXRD, which showed sizable 552 

increases in the amorphous phase and consumption of the cement and slag components. Also, the 553 

phases that are not reactive are found to remain almost constant. With the CPG sample, the dilution 554 

effect of cement content is higher, and the filler effect is lower, producing a lower contribution to 555 

strength gain at an early age. Therefore, it does not show a considerable increase from 7 to 28 days. 556 

As time passes, the -C2S phase present in LFS-G and cement begins to react, producing a 557 

contribution in strength gain, which is observed as an increase in strength from 28 curing days to 60 558 

and 315 curing days. These results are corroborated by observing the amorphous phase content at an 559 

early age, being the smallest of the three samples in both QXRD and FTIR. Then, the amorphous 560 

phase increases to 28, 60 and 315 curing days to achieve greater strength. 561 

 562 

3.5 Volumetric instability 563 

The volumetric instability behavior was measured as the linear expansion over time in three types of 564 

curing environments CC (inside curing chamber), SW (submerged in water at 70ºC) and AC 565 

(autoclave) up to the age of 315 curing days for CC and SW, and 25 autoclave cycles for AC 566 

samples. In the present work, an arbitrary tolerance limit of 1.0 mm/m has been established for the 567 

measured volumetric instabilities, as this value is considered as an acceptable limit for the expansion 568 

of structural mortars [35]. 569 

Figure 3-12 shows the behavior for the different types of cement pastes at the CC curing 570 

environment (CPC, CPG, and CPF), where all samples show an expansion tendency during the 571 

controlled time. CPC and CPG samples have very similar expansion behavior, reaching maximum 572 

values of approximately 0.6 mm/m at 112 days and 0.8 mm/m at 315 days. The CPF sample, on the 573 

other hand, had a maximum expansion of 1.0 mm/m and 1.1 mm/m at 112 days and 315 days, 574 

respectively. This expansion tendency could be associated to 2 different effects: first, it must be 575 

considered that all samples in CC environment with >95% R.H. are subject to limited evaporation 576 

and moisture loss, so drying shrinkage is avoided. Instead, with these optimum conditions for 577 

hydration there will be a moisture gain, all pores get saturated, and the hydration reactions continue 578 

resulting in an increase in volume or swelling. The second effect for this expansion tendency in 579 

cement-slag systems is related to changes in LFS mineralogical composition. As observed with the 580 

remaining presence of free MgO in the as-received LFS samples, and the formation of brucite over 581 

time due to the hydration of this phase, this last being more pronounced in the CPF sample than in 582 

the CPG (see Figure 3-10(a)). These changes produce an increase in volume that may be responsible 583 

for part of the linear expansion observed in this type of curing environment for the CPF sample. For 584 

CPG sample, in contrast, this expansive behavior did not occur. Because the LFS-G had a bigger 585 

particle size than LFS-F, therefore, more difficult to penetrate by water in the hydration process and 586 

a smaller SSA which makes it less reactive. Also, there is not enough time to manifest the expansive 587 

process due to the lower hydration kinetics of free MgO, expressed in a less pronounced appearance 588 

of brucite peaks in the FTIR spectra of CPG (see Figure 3-9(a)). 589 

Figure 3-13 shows the behavior for the different types of cement pastes at the SW curing 590 

environment (CPC, CPG, and CPF), where it is observed that all samples show an expansion 591 

tendency during the controlled time. The CPC sample has the lowest linear expansion values 592 

reaching 0.19 mm/m at 112 days and 0.21 mm/m at 315 days, then CPG sample with a linear 593 

expansion close to 0.6 mm/m at 112 days and 0.8 mm/m at 315 days, and finally CPF sample with a 594 

maximum of 1.0 mm/m linear expansion at 112 days and 1.2 mm/m  at 315 days. After 40 days, CPC 595 

sample exhibits some shrinkage/retraction. This could be associated to a lixiviation process due to 596 
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the fact that the sample was submerged in water, reaching a balance approximately after 100 days, 597 

when the shrinkage/retraction stops and resumes the expansion trend. 598 

 599 
Figure 3-12: Volumetric instability of samples cured in CC environment. 600 

CPG and CPF samples after 40 days did not present this shrinkage process, and also after 100 days 601 

the expansion trend slope was higher. This constant increased expansion found in CPF and CPG 602 

samples is due to the presence of expansive compounds in the LFS, associated with the hydration 603 

process of periclase and the formation of brucite as mentioned in the previous CC curing 604 

environment, that overlapped with the lixiviation process. However, now as this sample is subjected 605 

to an accelerated curing environment (submerged in water at 70°C), the periclase hydration process 606 

in the CPF samples is accelerated, reaching the arbitrary limit sooner. In addition, the periclase 607 

hydration process in CPG sample is activated, which makes the CPG sample to differ in its 608 

expansive behavior from the CPC sample, showing an intermediate expansion trend relative to CPC 609 

and CPF samples. 610 

 611 

 612 
Figure 3-13: Volumetric instability of samples cured in SW environment. 613 

Figure 3-14 shows the behavior for the samples CPC, CPG, and CPF at the AC curing environment. 614 

It is observed that all samples show an initial expansion (at different intensities), due to the storage in 615 

a humid curing environment. Then, a slight retraction is observed (also at different intensities), due 616 

to change in the environment to the extreme conditions (from humid chamber to autoclave cycles). 617 

After these changes, a relative tendency towards expansion is manifested in all samples. 618 

CPC sample is the one with the lowest overall expansion which does not exceed the initial retraction 619 

process, reaching a relative value of 0.3 mm/m. In turn, the CPG and CPF samples display similar 620 

overall expansion values close to 0.6 mm/m, but with different evolutions (expansion tendencies 621 

after the initial reactions). This expansion behavior in CPF and CPG samples exceed the initial 622 

retraction, due to the presence of expansive compounds in the slag, associated with the hydration 623 

process of periclase and the formation of brucite, as mentioned before. This initial increase is faster 624 
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in the CPF sample and more gradual in the case of the CPG sample. The difference in this behavior 625 

can be correlated to the presence of expansive compounds in the slag, as we mentioned in the case of 626 

CC and SW curing environment and the different particle size distribution. However, when it is 627 

subjected to an extreme accelerated curing environment (autoclave cycles at 135 °C and 2.2 bar 628 

pressure), periclase hydration processes are accelerated even more in the CPG samples, so it 629 

manifests more rapidly, achieving similar final values of the maximum controlled expansion for the 630 

CPF sample in the controlled time. 631 

 632 

 633 
Figure 3-14: Volumetric instability of samples subjected to AC environment. 634 

A visual inspection of the samples tested for volume instability in the different cured conditions it is 635 

shown in Figure 3-15. It can be observed that in the CC environment, (see Figure 3-15(a)) all the 636 

samples did not present any significant changes. This was not the case for the SW environment, as 637 

observed in Figure 3-15(b). The CPC and CPF samples did not present any noticeable changes. 638 

Instead, the CPG sample showed some disintegration of its borders, and the presence of pop-ups in 639 

its surface with a characteristic “orange-yellow” particle at the center, as can be seen in Figure 640 

3-15(d-e). This particle was designated as point A for later analyses. 641 

 642 

 643 
Figure 3-15: Samples of the different curing environments for volumetric instability test. (a) Cured in wet 644 

chamber (CC); (b) Cured submerged in water at 70ºC (SW); (c) Subjected to 25 autoclave cycles (AC); (d-e) Pop-645 
up zoom in marked in CPG sample at SW environment. 646 

Figure 3-16 shows the XRD scan of point A between 17º and 50º in 2θ. The XRD results show the 647 

presence of brucite with its characteristic reflections. Magnesite peaks overlapping with calcite also 648 

seem to show up. In contrast, no periclase is detected. The presence of brucite ad magnesite confirms 649 

the advanced hydration state of periclase, and the pop-ups in its surface, a macrostructural 650 

manifestation, that could be related to the hydration of periclase in LFS-G and the associated 651 

expansive process, which were able to produce this type of damage in a rigid matrix. CPF samples 652 

did not show this behavior in the evaluated test time, which could be related to the smaller average 653 
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particle size, since a single LFS-F particle produce lesser expansion than LFS-G bigger particles, and 654 

not visually damage its surrounding matrix. However, globally the sum of all these lesser expansion 655 

produces a higher linear expansion as observed in all the environment tested. 656 

 657 

 658 
Figure 3-16: Diffractogram of the “orange-yellow dot” at the center of the pop-up for CPG sample cured 659 

in SW environment where (P) portlandite; (B) brucite; (C) calcite; (Q) quartz; (M) magnesite; (+) periclase. 660 

4 Conclusions 661 

In the present work, an extensive experimental research was conducted in order to characterize the 662 

microstructure and the macrostructural mechanical behavior of LFS in cement-slag systems. Our 663 

data and analysis suggest that a partial replacement of Portland cement with LFS could be 664 

advantageous from an environmental point of view due to the combined effect of reduced cement 665 

usage and the recovery of LFS as a waste from the steel industry. 666 

The results obtained in this work make it possible to correlate the evolution of the microstructural 667 

behavior of the cement-LFS system with the physical properties at the macrostructural level. These 668 

changes can be attributed to the formation of an amorphous phase "C-S-H gel", portlandite, calcite, 669 

and AFm-AFt phases. It has been confirmed that cement hydration reactions govern the hydration 670 

process in LFS-cement systems, in addition to a filler effect of the non-reactive phases of LFS. 671 

LFS-cement samples show lower mechanical performance mainly due to the cement dilution effect 672 

and a dependence to particle size distribution. This observation can be related to a higher SSA and 673 

reactivity for LFS-F, which accelerates the hydration reactions and increases the formation of 674 

hydration products such as C-S-H gel, and a filler effect that can densify the cementitious matrix.  675 

In spite of this, considerable compressive strength values over 55 MPa and 85 MPa were achieved in 676 

LFS-cement pastes, opening a possibility as an alternative material for the construction of temporary 677 

structures or buildings with a short lifespan. 678 

LFS-cement samples display an increase in volume instability performance compared to the control 679 

sample depending on particle size and type of curing environment. The LFS mineralogical 680 

composition is a crucial factor in their performance as a cement replacement. Furthermore, it is 681 

concluded that special attention must be paid to the evolution of periclase as hydration evolves. As 682 

observed in this study, in the absence of free CaO due to weathering/maturity process, free MgO is 683 

the main phase associated with the volume instability problems in LFS-cement samples.  684 

Also, the exposed environment needs to be considered for future uses, as it can accelerate the 685 

hydration reactions and enhance the expansive behavior. As observed in the CPG sample, SW and 686 

AC environments activate LFS-G particles and differentiate its behavior from the control sample, 687 

giving rise to expansibility values similar to those of the CPF sample. 688 
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Appendix A 942 

The FTIR characterization of the control CEM sample is described in depth in this appendix.  943 

 944 

A.1 FTIR 945 

Figure A-1 shows the FTIR spectrum of the CEM sample, where some characteristic features formed 946 

by the overlapping of the C3S, C2S, and C3A absorption peaks are visible, giving rise to a wide 947 

absorption band between 800 and 1100 cm-1, and another band over 500 cm-1 due to the vibrations of 948 

the Si-O and Al-O bonds [1,2]. The presence of calcite with its characteristic absorption band above 949 

1500 cm-1 and a group of peaks around 3000 cm-1 are also visible. Additionally, the spectrum reveals 950 

its characteristic individual peaks at 700, 1800, and 2500 cm-1 due to the different normal modes of 951 

vibration of the C-O bonds [1,3]. Also, the presence of gypsum yields its characteristic absorption 952 

signal arising from the sulfate group around 1620 cm-1, together with two peaks below 700 cm-1 953 

[1,3]. Finally, it is worth mentioning the appearance of the peak around 3640 cm-1, which can be 954 

attributed to the stretching vibration of the OH group of portlandite [1-3]. This phase should not be 955 

present in the anhydrous cement sample but could be formed due to a slight hydration of the sample 956 

during storage or when it was subsequently measured. 957 

 958 

 959 
Figure A-1: FTIR spectra of cement, LFS-G and LFS-F raw materials where: (1) C3S; (2) -C2S; (3) C3A; (4) 960 

C4AF; (5) calcite; (6) gypsum; (7) portlandite; (8) periclase; (9) C-S-H gel; (10) brucite; (11) wüstite; (12) 961 
merwinite; (13) gehlenite; (14) mayenite; (15) -C2S. 962 

 963 

 964 

 965 
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Appendix B 980 

The complete microstructural characterization of the control sample (CPC) is described in depth in 981 

this appendix. 982 

 983 

B.1 SEM 984 

Figure B-1 show SEM/EDX micrographs together with chemical microanalysis of cement paste 985 

sample CPC at 60 curing days. Fig shows typical cement paste phases such as (a) a semi-hydrated 986 

cement grain with an irregular rounded shape, high content of Ca, Si, and a lighter grayscale tone at 987 

the center (anhydrous cement phases C2S-C3S) surrounded by a darker grayscale tone halo 988 

corresponding to the amorphous hydrated phases C-S-H; (b) AFt/ettringite phase with a needle-like 989 

shape and a high content of Ca, Al and S; (c) calcite with bulky irregular column-like formation 990 

shape and portlandite as a stack of hexagonal plate shape crystals; and (d) CPC macropore with large 991 

amounts of crystal phases such as portlandite and calcite surrounded by a clear amorphous phase C-992 

S-H gel. 993 

 994 

 995 
Figure B-1: SEM micrographs and EDX microanalysis of CPC sample at 60 curing days (a) semi 996 
hydrated cement grain, (b) AFt phases, (c) portlandite and calcite, (d) CPC macropore. 997 

B.2 XRD 998 

The mineralogical composition of the CPC sample at 7, 28, 60, and 315 days is shown in Figure B-2. 999 

First, at 7 curing days the CPC sample shows the characteristic reflections of the crystalline phases 1000 

presented in ordinary Portland cement pastes due to the hydration process, including portlandite 1001 

(CH) and ettringite (AFt), together with calcite, the XRD signal of which exhibits a slight intensity 1002 

increase. A decrease in the main peaks of C3S, together with the total consumption of C3A and 1003 

gypsum phases is also observed. These changes are expected as they correspond to the typical 1004 

hydration process of cement. At 28 days of curing, there is a slight additional increase in the 1005 

characteristic peaks of the hydration products, especially those of calcite. AFt is still observed, while 1006 

the monosulfoaluminate phase (AFm) is not detected. After 60 curing days, no significant changes 1007 

are observed, with only the appearance of a weak reflection at approximately 11.5o in 2θ that could 1008 

correspond to the transformation of the low crystalline AFm phase and AFt into the carboaluminate 1009 

phase. This phase could be formed due to the sizable amount of calcite present in the paste, which 1010 

favors the formation of this compound. In turn, no significant changes are observed for the calcite 1011 

reflections. This could be related to the overlapping of the main peak of calcite with those from 1012 

phases that have been partly consumed (for instance C2S), which would hide the formation of the 1013 
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latter. At 315 curing days, a general decrease in the peaks for C2S and C3S between the region of 30º-1014 

40o in 2θ is observed, together with an increase of the peaks of portlandite. At this point, a small 1015 

decrease in the main reflection of calcite is found, which can be attributed to the transformation of 1016 

AFt/AFm phases to carboaluminate, as suggested by the more intense peak observed for this phase at 1017 

this particular age. At 315 days, the characteristic XRD peaks of anhydrous CEM phases like C3S, 1018 

C2S and C4AF are still visible. 1019 

It should be stressed that a sort of displacement of the baseline in the form of a curvature or hump is 1020 

visible between 25º to 40º in 2θ. It is well known that this XRD signal is characteristic of the 1021 

amorphous phase "C-S-H gel" that is formed during the hydration reactions. 1022 

 1023 

 1024 
Figure B-2: CPC diffractograms at 7, 28, 60 and 315 curing days where (1) C3S; (2) -C2S; (3) C3A; (4) 1025 

C4AF; (5) calcite; (7) quartz; (8) AFt; (9) portlandite; (10) carboaluminate. 1026 

 1027 

B.3 FTIR 1028 

FTIR transmission spectra of cement pastes sample CPC compared to CEM sample at 7, 28, and 60 1029 

curing days are shown in Figure B-3. The evolution of the characteristic compounds of the hydration 1030 

process already characterized previously with the XRD technique can be observed. It shows the 1031 

evolution the evolution of CPC sample with some noticeable changes: first the appearance of an 1032 

amorphous hydrated phase (gel C-S-H) with a wider/broader peak as a hump in the baseline around 1033 

3500-3400 cm-1 and a second well-defined peak at 1630 cm-1, characteristic of the OH group present 1034 

in the amorphous hydrated phase C-S-H gel due to the hydration of C3S and C2S [1-3]. The first peak 1035 

appears to be age dependent. As time passes, it becomes more evident, so it provides a qualitative 1036 

way to identify the hydration process of cement and the formation of the C-S-H gel. Also, the second 1037 

peak is indicative of the formation of other hydrated phases, which can be correlated to the observed 1038 

displacement of the characteristic peak of gypsum from 1620 cm-1 towards 1630 cm-1, after this 1039 

phase is consumed during the hydration process (note also the disappearance of peaks at 3000 and 1040 

700 cm-1). The formation of the AFt-AFm phases is visible through several peaks over 3500 cm-1, 1041 

1630 cm-1, and 1100 cm-1 [1-3], as can be seen in Fig(b-c). Other characteristic peaks of hydration 1042 

and formation of C-S-H gel correspond to a shift to the left in the band between 800-1000 cm-1 (see 1043 
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Fig(c)), and a shift to the right of the band around 500 cm-1 corresponding to the consumption of C3S 1044 

and C3A[4]. A clear increase in the content of portlandite and calcite phases is observed with the 1045 

increase in the characteristic peaks at 3640 cm-1 and the band around 1500 cm-1 [1-3], as presented in 1046 

Fig(a). 1047 

 1048 

Figure B-3: CPC FTIR spectra at 7, 28 and 60 curing days where: (5) calcite; (7) portlandite; (9) C-S-H gel; (13) 1049 
AFt; (14) AFm. 1050 
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